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At fourteen, the unworldly, idealistic Jack Easy leaves the luxury of his father's estate in England

and sails into a world of action and adventure aboard the sloop of war HMS Harpy. At first, Jack

finds it hard to stomach the discipline of naval life and, with his mischievous sense of humor, is

always getting himself into scrapes. But soon he is bravely taming a band of mutinous seamen,

outwitting a wily and murderous Sicilian nobleman, and breathing the smell of gunpowder and raw

steel as the Harpy chases Spanish ships on the Mediterranean. This neglected 1836 classic is both

a rousing adventure story and a profound coming-of-age tale written with great skill and humor.
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This book's an odd kettle of fish. It focuses on Jack Easy, starting at his birth, following him through

school and into the Navy. He joins to press his socialist philosophy of the "equality of man". The

book was first published in 1836, when Karl Marx was 18. Zeitgeist, perhaps?In tone, the book's half

nautical fiction along the lines of O'Brian, Forester, Pope, etc., and half 17th century romantic farce

that sees a rival found out in women's clothing, diabolical happenings at a costume ball, the

come-uppance of a conniving father-confessor, a hilarious three-way duel, and more. The situations

will be all the funnier if you've read more "serious" nautical fiction before this.Oddly, even though the

author was himself a retired British naval post-captain (who served under Cochrane when he was

himself a midshipman!), there is relatively little focus on the nautical details, and a whole lot of focus

on the characters. Sure, there's a gale (and quite a good one), and some beam to beam broadside



action, but mostly it's about the characters. In every situation, there's little tension as we know our

hero will make good a Hornblower-like escape by some indirect means.The author jumps in as the

omniscient narrator from time to time. For instance, there's one chapter that's an odd repetition of

an argument made in a previous book against overly harsh punishment in the service.The wisdom's

along the lines of "spare the rod, spoil the child" and the character "development" sees Mr. Easy

move from channeling Marx to channeling Ayn Rand. As the earlier positions are argued as hard as

the latter, it's actually hard to see the author's position here, which is quite interesting.
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